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REVIEWS

Transcription of Inflammatory Genes:
Long Noncoding RNA and Beyond

Susan Carpenter1,2 and Katherine A. Fitzgerald1

The innate immune system must coordinate elaborate signaling pathways to turn on expression of hundreds of
genes to provide protection against pathogens and resolve acute inflammation. Multiple genes within distinct
functional categories are coordinately and temporally regulated by transcriptional on and off switches in
response to distinct external stimuli. Three classes of transcription factors act together with transcriptional
coregulators and chromatin-modifying complexes to control these programs. In addition, newer studies im-
plicate long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) as additional regulators of these responses. LncRNAs promote, fine-
tune, and restrain the inflammatory program. In this study, we provide an overview of gene regulation and the
emerging importance of lncRNAs in the immune system.

Introduction

The acute inflammatory response is induced as a first
line of defense against microbial infection. This re-

sponse must be appropriately scaled and regulated to avoid
devastating consequences for the host and diseases such as
atherosclerosis, arthritis, and cancer (Aringer and others
2013; Moore and others 2013). The inflammatory program
is coordinated through germ-line encoded receptors, in-
cluding the Toll-like receptors (TLRs), Nod-like receptors,
Aim2-like receptors, Rig-I-like receptors, and C-type lectins
(Kumar and others 2011; Moore and others 2013). These
sensors are present in distinct locations within cells of the
innate immune system and are activated by microbial products
or endogenous danger signals released from damaged or dying
cells. Once activated they trigger complex signaling cascades
resulting in changes in expression of hundreds of genes in-
volved in antimicrobial defense, phagocytosis, cell migration,
metabolic reprogramming, tissue repair, and regulation of
adaptive immunity. At the level of transcription many of these
genes are tightly controlled by on and off switches accounting
for the specificity of gene expression in response to distinct
external stimuli.

Enormous progress has been made in understanding how
pathogen or danger signals are detected and in elucidating
both the signaling pathways and transcription factors (TFs)
that underlie the development and activation of immune
cells. Defined signaling pathways lead to the deployment of
TFs that couple target gene selection to the recruitment of
the transcription apparatus. Multiple layers of regulation
control these pathogen or danger-induced cell-lineage and

signal-specific gene expression programs. Chromatin inter-
acting proteins enable or prevent access to DNA sequences
by TFs and are also essential for the direct recruitment of the
transcription apparatus for transcriptional initiation and
elongation. The TFs themselves require posttranslational
modifications as well as interaction with coregulators to
regulate the expression of their target genes. Collectively,
the combination of chromatin state, histone or DNA modi-
fications, use of enhancers, and recruitment of TFs, all lead
to differential gene expression in a kinetically defined and
cell-type specific manner.

In this review, we cover the molecular mechanisms that
coordinate and fine-tune the transcriptional regulation of
inflammatory gene expression. Additionally, we highlight
the emerging role of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) as a
new layer of regulation in these processes. A better under-
standing of this circuitry could facilitate the development of
selective therapeutics to prevent damaging inflammation
while maintaining antimicrobial defenses.

Transcriptional Regulation in Macrophages

Lineage specificity

Gene regulation within innate immune cells such as
macrophages is controlled by TFs that are lineage specific,
those basally expressed and activated in a signal-dependent
manner or those that are themselves transcriptionally regu-
lated to amplify and/or dampen inflammatory cascades. The
key TFs associated with macrophage specification include
PU.1 (also known as SPI1), C/EBPa, and runt-related TF
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(RUNX1), which are induced during macrophage develop-
ment (Valledor and others 1998; Heath and others 2004; Cai
and others 2008; Kumar and others 2011; Thompson and
others 2011). These regulators are considered Pioneer fac-
tors in that they are the first to engage target sites in chro-
matin and generate regions of open chromatin that enable
the subsequent recruitment of TFs activated in response to
external cues in differentiated cells (Ostuni and others
2013). At the same time, they promote the silencing of
genes associated with alternative cell fates (Ghisletti and
others 2010; Heinz and Glass 2012; Pham and others 2012;
Ostuni and others 2013). Although these TFs are expressed
in other cell types it is their combinatorial expression to-
gether with their unique interactions that defines the
monocyte lineage. The second class of TFs important in
inflammation are those constitutively expressed, but acti-
vated in a stimulus-specific manner in myeloid cells. These
factors bind subsets of genes and coordinate expression of
genes with shared biological functions (Smale 2012). The
best-characterized include NFkB, interferon (IFN)-regulatory
factor (IRF), AP1, and cAMP-responsive-element-binding
protein 1 (CREB1) families (Medzhitov and Horng 2009).
The signaling pathways that control the activation of these
TFs have been worked out in significant detail and reviewed
elsewhere (Sasai and Yamamoto 2013). The genes that are
induced most rapidly (the so called primary response genes,
PRGs) are regulated directly by these TFs acting alone or in
combination. Many of these PRGs are induced within
minutes, followed by the induction of secondary response
genes (SRGs) and the initiation of autocrine and paracrine
feedback loops (Amit and others 2009).

Primary response genes

PRGs are induced in the absence of new protein synthesis
and mostly contain CpG islands within their promoters
(Yamamoto and Alberts 1976; Smale 2010; Fowler and
others 2011). Such genes are associated with poised RNA
polymerase II even in unstimulated cells and have histone
tail modifications commonly found at the promoters of ac-
tively transcribed genes (Sims and others 2004; Suzuki and
Bird 2008; Hargreaves and others 2009; Ramirez-Carrozzi
and others 2009). They have open chromatin and do not
require chromatin remodeling by the SWI–SNF (SWItch/
Sucrose NonFermentable) remodeling complex (Sims and
others 2004; Ramirez-Carrozzi and others 2009; Fowler and
others 2011). Chromatin Immunoprecipitation was recently
used in a high-throughput manner to define the dynamics of
DNA binding by 25 TFs and 4 chromatin marks in dendritic
cells (DCs). These studies revealed that TFs vary substan-
tially in their temporal binding characteristics and revealed
the hierarchically organized nature of these factors into cell
differentiation factors, factors that bind targets before cel-
lular activation (so called Pioneer TFs), and factors that
regulate specific gene programs (Kumar and others 2011;
Thompson and others 2011; Garber and others 2012). PRGs
are permissive for very rapid induction (Ghisletti and others
2010; Fowler and others 2011; Heinz and Glass 2012).

A group of intermediately expressed genes known as the
late primary response genes (LPRGs) (e.g., IL1a and Ccl5)
are induced later in the absence of new protein synthesis.
Unlike classical PRGs they do require some degree of
chromatin remodeling (Saccani and others 2001; Ramirez-

Carrozzi and others 2006, 2009). Sixteen out of 55 of these
genes require key components of the SWI–SNF complex
(Brg, BRM) for their activation whereas the remaining
genes act as true PRGs, independent of the SWI–SNF
complex. Many LPRGs require the TF IRF3 for their acti-
vation (Saccani and others 2001; Foster and Medzhitov
2009; Ramirez-Carrozzi and others 2006, 2009).

Secondary response genes

Following induction of PRGs and LPRGs, a second wave
of gene expression, the so-called SRGs, require de novo
protein synthesis and comprehensive chromatin remodeling
and activity of enhancers for the activation of transcription to
occur. PRGs include cytokines and chemokines that in turn
amplify gene regulation in autocrine and paracrine manners
(Saccani and others 2001; Ramirez-Carrozzi and others 2006,
2009; Foster and Medzhitov 2009; Smale 2012).

Litvak and colleagues have provided significant insight
into the control of early (PRG), intermediate (LPRG), and
late (SRG) genes using systems approaches to predict and
map regulatory networks. They identified a critical regula-
tory circuit consisting of NFkB, CEBPd, and ATF3. NFkB
regulates the induction of PRGs and also regulates expres-
sion of CEBPd, which they show acts as an amplifier of
NFkB signaling and an essential mediator of SRGs such as
IL6 and acute phase genes. CEBPd also discriminates be-
tween transient and persistent TLR4 signals, ensuring that
only dangerous insults initiate persistent responses (Litvak
and others 2009). In addition to defining these amplifiers they
also identified ATF3 as a critical negative regulator of the
TLR4 pathway, where induction of ATF3 functions as a
postinduction feedback regulator of the NFkB/Cebpd path-
way (Gilchrist and others 2006). Miz1 has also been identi-
fied as a negative regulator of C/EBPd-driven inflammation
(Do-Umehara and others 2013). It is known that macrophages
express more than 500 TFs, 100 of which are regulated by
lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Some of these TFs likely function
as master regulators to positively or negatively control dis-
tinct functional modules. A schematic detailing the role of
Pioneer factors and the mechanisms controlling PRG, LPRG,
and SRG is shown in Fig. 1. Characteristics associated with
each class of genes are outlined in Table 1.

Epigenetic Control of Gene Transcription

The histone code

Chromatin remodeling involves the dynamic modification
of chromatin architecture to facilitate access of condensed
genomic DNA to TFs and the transcriptional machinery to
control gene expression. Such remodeling is carried out by
covalent histone modifications and ATP-dependent chro-
matin remodeling complexes such as the SWI–SNF com-
plex, which move, eject, or restructure nucleosomes.

Histone-containing nucleosomes limit the accessibility of
TFs to promoter/enhancer regions of genes (Yamamoto and
Alberts 1976; Foster and others 2007; Smale 2010; Fowler
and others 2011). Histone-modifying enzymes (so-called
writers, erasers, and readers) modify histones and in so
doing create access to binding sites for TFs. In addition,
histone reader enzymes that dock to modified histones
through defined protein domains are essential for the re-
cruitment of additional components of the transcriptional
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machinery (Sims and others 2004; Suzuki and Bird 2008;
Hargreaves and others 2009; Ramirez-Carrozzi and others
2009). Covalent modifications of the NH2-terminal tails of
the 4 core histones (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) facilitate the
activation as well as the silencing of gene expression (Martin

and Zhang 2005; Li and others 2013). These dynamic mod-
ifications include acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation,
sumoylation, citrullination, and ubiquitination and occur in
characteristic temporal and spatial patterns that are associated
with different transcriptional activities (Struhl 1999). The

FIG. 1. Transcription factors (TFs) involved in the development and activation of macrophages. The Pioneer TFs involved
in macrophage development include PU.1, C/EBPa and b, RUNX1, and IRF8. These TFs engage target sites in chromatin
generating regions of open chromatin that enable rapid recruitment of TFs activated in response to external cues in differ-
entiated cells. Microbial activation of macrophages initiates the inflammatory signaling pathway first resulting in translocation
of TFs such as NFkB and IRFs from the cytosol to the nucleus rapidly activating the primary response genes (PRGs). PRGs are
associated with poised RNA polymerase and possess histone tail modifications commonly found at the promoters of actively
transcribed genes (H3K4me3 and H3K9ac). The final class of TFs include C/EBPd and ATF3 that get induced after the PRGs
and are critical for the induction and control of the secondary response genes (SRGs). The SRGs require chromatin remodeling
mediated by the SWI–SNF complex. CEBPd acts as an amplifier of NFkB signaling and is critical for SRG induction whereas
ATF3 plays a role in negatively regulating the pathway enabling efficient termination of the inflammatory response.

Table 1. Characteristics Associated with Gene Classes

Gene class
Gene

examples

Activating
transcription

factors
Promoter

characteristics
Nucleosome
remodeling

Basal RNA
Pol II

association

Primary response
genes

TNF, PTGS2,
CXCL1/2

NFkB CpG island promoters None, low nucleosome
occupancy

Yes

IL1a/b, IL123a,
Ccl3

NFkB Non CpG island promoters None, low nucleosome
occupancy

No

Late primary
response genes

Vcam1, Ccl2,
IL10

NFkB Non CpG island promoters SWI/SNF-dependent No

IFIT 1/2/3,
Ccl5/12

NFkB Non CpG island promoters,
IRF3 dependent

SWI/SNF-dependent No

Secondary
response genes

IRF7, IL6,
IL12b, Nos2

NFkB, Cebpd Non CpG island promoters SWI/SNF-dependent No
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wide array of potential epigenetic marks is quite astounding.
Table 2 outlines the known histone modifications within the
mammalian system.

To date only a fraction of these modifications have been
catalogued within the inflammatory signaling pathway. It
will be interesting to further characterize the exact subsets
of genes controlled by each of these modifications. Histone
modifications with the exception of methylation result in a
change in the net charge of nucleosomes, loosening inter-
actions between histones and DNA. These modifications can
directly affect chromatin structure allowing remodeling to
occur and greater access of TFs to promoters (Foster and
others 2007; Smale 2010; Li and others 2013). Chromatin
remodeling complexes use ATP to slide nucleosomes rela-
tive to DNA or to alter nucleosome–DNA contacts, thereby
modulating the accessibility of chromatin-associated DNA
to transcriptional regulators.

Active epigenetic marks

The histone code or epigenetic landscape surrounding genes
determines the transcriptional output that occurs following a
given signal ( Jenuwein and Allis 2001). Chromatin modifi-
cations act as a rate-limiting step in the activation of gene
expression during infection. The fate of gene expression

through chromatin structure is largely established within cells
during development. Enhancers for inducible genes are known
to associate with Pioneer TFs involved in lineage commit-
ment. The histone mark histone 3 lysine 4 monomethylation
(H3K4me1) corresponding to active enhancers is found at
basal levels and following stimulation in macrophages, sug-
gesting this modification occurs during lineage commitment.
PU.1 has been shown to promote H3K4me1 and in doing so
prepares some genes for transcription to occur following
stimulation of macrophages (Ghisletti and others 2010; Heinz
and Glass 2012). These exciting findings indicate that cell type
specificity is determined early in development.

Pathogen-induced histone modifications also occur, some
of which appear to be maintained to affect subsequent re-
sponses to the same or a different pathogen (Ghisletti and
others 2010; Heinz and Glass 2012). TLRs and other sensors
modify histones in a manner associated with the activation
of transcription. Two of the main histone modifications as-
sociated with active transcripts are histone H3 Lysine 4
trimethylation (H3K4me3) denoting an active promoter and
histone H3 Lysine 36 trimethylation (H3K36me3) indicat-
ing active transcription of an open reading frame (Mikkel-
sen and others 2007). Studies in DCs stimulated with LPS
revealed that H3K4me3 is very stable during the first 2 h
following stimulation (Garber and others 2012). LPS-

Table 2. Histone Modifications Including Examples Within the Toll-Like Receptor Signaling Pathway

Modifications Position Enzyme Target promoters
Functions

on transcription

Methylation H3 K4 SET, MLL actively transcribed genes Activation
H3 K9 Suv39h,G9, ESET, EuHMTase IL12b, Ccl22 Repression
H3 K27 EZH2 Genes involved in: Repression

Linage commitment
and development Activation

H3 K36 Set2, NSD1, Symd2 Actively transcribed genes Activation
Active genes

H3 K79 Dot Activation
H3 R2 CARM1 Activation
H3 R17 CARM1 Activation
H3 R26 CARM1 Activation
H4 R3 PRMT1, p300 Activation
H4 K20 SUV420H2, SET Repression

Demethylation H3 K4 LSD1 JHDM, JMJD All active genes Repression
H3 K9 JMJD IL12b, Ccl22 Activation
H3 K27 JHDM, JMJD3 HoxA, BMP2 Activation
H3 K36 All genes Repression

Acetylation H2A K5 CBP/p300 Activation
H2B K12 CBP/p300 Activation
H2B K15 CBP/p300 Activation
H3 K9 PCAF/GCN Activation
H3 K14 CBP/p300, PCAF/GCN5, TIP60 Activation
H3 K18 CBP/p300, PCAF/GCN5 HAT1 TNF, IL6, IL12b Activation
H3 K27 CBP/p300 Activation (IFNg +

additional signal)
H4 K5 CBP/P300 HAT1, TIP60, HB01 Activation
H4 K8 CBP/P300, TIP60, HB01 Activation
H4 K12 HAT1, TIP60 Activation
H4 K16 TIP60 Activation

Deacetylation H4 HDAC1 IL6, IL12b Repression

Phosphorylation H3 S10 p38, MSK1 IL6, IL12p40, Ccl2 Activation

Ubiquitination H2AK119 Ccl5, CXCL2, CXCL10 Repression

Deubiquitination H2AK119 2A-HUB Ccl5, CXCL2, CXCL10 Activation
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stimulated macrophages also show increased histone H4
acetylation (H4Ac), an indicator of open chromatin at nu-
merous sites across the genome. Intensive investigation of
the IL6 and IL12 promoters reveals these modifications
within 1 h following stimulation, decreasing after 2 h
(Gilchrist and others 2006). In DCs, H4K27 acetylation
varied over an LPS time course correlating with Pol II
binding (Garber and others 2012). Acetylation of histones
leads to more relaxed chromatin and, therefore, greater access
for TFs whereas deacetylation limits access to chromatin.
Some modifications in macrophages, particularly H3K4me1
at distal enhancers, persist long after the stimulation has
ceased, providing some epigenetic memory of exposure to
pathogens, at least in the short term (Ostuni and others 2013).
Further, BCG vaccination or exposure to Candida albicans
initiates trained immunity in monocytes for up to 3 months
through epigenetic reprogramming (Saccani and Natoli 2002;
Arbibe and others 2007; De Santa and others 2007). How
long these induced histone modifications can be maintained
in mature cells or potentially in stem cells for bona fide
epigenetic memory that could determine subsequent re-
sponses of individuals to the same or different pathogen is an
intriguing area that needs further investigation.

The transcription of primary and SRGs have a differential
requirement for chromatin remodeling. Promoters of PRGs
with CpG islands have H3K4me3 marks and preassociated
RNA polymerase II before cell activation (Smale 2012). In
contrast SRGs with low CpG content promoters require the
SWI–SNF complex for chromatin remodeling and display
low H3K4me3 marks and limited RNA polymerase II oc-
cupancy. PRGs produce low levels of unspliced transcripts,
but their induction can be controlled through signal-dependent
recruitment of the elongation factor positive elongation fac-
tor (P-TEFb). Histone H4 acetylation at positions 5,8, and 12
(H4K5/8/12Ac) are detected by the bromodomain-containing
protein Brd4, which in turn recruits P-TEFb and removes the
pausing complex negative elongation factor (NELF) and
DRB sensitivity-inducing factor to allow induction of PRGs
(Hargreaves and others 2009; Patel and others 2013). Knock-
down of BRD2, 3, and 4 suggest that they are involved not
only in the control of PRGs, but also for the regulation of all
inducible genes (Nicodeme and others 2010). However, che-
mical inhibition of BRD reduced transcription of only a subset
of genes, mainly SRGs that possess lower levels of histone
acetylation in a naive cell. This suggests that histone acetyl-
mimics of BRD proteins cannot outcompete the already high
levels of histone acetylation on poised PRGs (Nicodeme and
others 2010; Smale 2012). Epigenetic control of gene ex-
pression is outlined in Fig. 2.

As mentioned earlier NFkB/Cebpd and ATF3 coordinate
the inflammatory program. NFkB alone is a weak inducer of
IL6 and requires induction and activity of Cebpd to amplify
responses. Cebpd recruits the histone acetyl transferase CBP
to target promoters leading to histone acetylation, open
chromatin, and increased transcription (Kovacs and others
2003; Litvak and others 2009). ATF3 in turn recruits
HDAC1 to attenuate transcription of the same gene program
(Gilchrist and others 2006; Litvak and others 2009). STAT1
has also been linked to chromatin remodeling in IFN-g
treated macrophages (Qiao and others 2013). Activation of
macrophages with IFN-g followed by a second signal such
as TLR ligand results in sustained activation of TNF, IL6,
and IL12b. IFN-g priming marks these genes with STAT1

and H3K27 acetylation, enabling rapid transcription once a
second signal is initiated. These results reveal the ability of
IFN-g to alter the epigenetic landscape such that it primes
promoters and enhancers to reprogram subsequent responses
to environmental cues. Phosphorylation of Histone H3 on
Serine 10 (H3S10), demethylation of Lys9, and acetylation
of Lys9 and 14 (H3K9/K14Ac) are also associated with
transcriptional regulation and activation (Saccani and Natoli
2002; Ramirez-Carrozzi and others 2009). H3S10 phos-
phorylation through p38MAPK is specifically associated
with activation of SRGs such as IL6 and IL12p40 (Saccani
and Natoli 2002). Interestingly, pathogens such as Shigella
Flexniri can alter H3S10 phosphorylation to block the ac-
tivation of a subset of NFkB-responsive genes for their own
benefit (Arbibe and others 2007).

Repressive epigenetic marks

Repressive histone modifications are equally important in
the regulation of innate immunity. The histone methyl-
transferase G9a directs methylation of histone H3 on Lysine
9 (H3K9me) influencing DNA methylation and hetero-
chromatin formation resulting in gene silencing (Ghisletti
and others 2009; Stender and others 2012). H4K20me3 is an
important repressive histone modification that modulates the
expression of inflammatory genes (Stender and others
2012). DNA methylation occurs at cytosine residues within
CpG dinucleotides. There is a strong relationship between
DNA methylation and histone methylation in particular with
H3K9me and H3K27me. These modifications are strongly
associated with gene repression. DNA methylation mediated
by DNMT3a and b results in strong repression of target
genes and it is not as easily reversed (Cedar and Bergman
2009). H3K9 methylation is found at a subset of promoters
of inducible genes such as IL12b and Ccl22, but this re-
pressive mark is removed rapidly following LPS stimulation
(Saccani and Natoli 2002). H3K27 trimethylation mediated
by Ezh2 and the polycomb complex is essential for the
maintenance of gene repression mainly for genes controlling
cell fate and differentiation (De Santa and others 2007).
Ubiquitination of histone 2A at lysine 9 (H2AK119) is an-
other repressive mark inhibiting the basal expression of LPS
inducible genes including Ccl5, CXCL2, and CXCL10 in
macrophages. This inhibitory mark is reversed following
signal-dependent induction of the deubiquitinating enzyme
2A-HUB (Zhou and others 2008).

Transcriptional Corepressors

Gene expression can also be controlled through transcrip-
tional corepressors. Corepressors regulate transcription but do
not by themselves bind DNA. Nuclear receptor corepressor
(NCoR) and silencing mediator of retinoic acid and thyroid
hormone receptors (SMRT) associate with a broad array of
inflammatory gene promoters at basal levels in macrophages
and their repressor functions are mediated through recruit-
ment of histone deacetylases (Ghisletti and others 2009).
Subsets of inflammatory genes are regulated by NCoR or
SMRT and a select group of genes can be regulated by both
corepressors. NCoR is directed to promoters in part through
c-jun whereas SMRT is directed through translocation-ETS-
leukemia. The dismissal of NCoR and SMRT are essential to
allow signal-induced transcription of inflammatory genes
(Ghisletti and others 2009).
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Control of Basal Gene Expression

Although much attention is focused on the molecular basis
of inducible gene expression, basal control of gene expression
is equally important. Given the enormous proinflammatory
potential of cytokines and other immune mediators, their ex-
pression must be kept in check to maintain cellular and tissue
homeostasis. Any disruption in the basal control of inflam-
matory genes can have devastating effects on the host. For
example, dysregulated TNF, IL1, or type I IFNs contribute to
arthritis and autoimmunity. Elegant recent work from Aderem
and colleagues have provided important insights into the reg-
ulatory networks controlling baseline expression of immune
genes in macrophages (Litvak and others 2012). The TF
FOXO3 was identified as a basal regulator of IRF7. FOXO3
deficient macrophages have more than 5 times the levels of
IRF7 than their wild-type counterparts. This increase in IRF7
is associated with an increase in histone acetylation at the IRF7
locus. It appears that FOXO3 forms a complex with nuclear
corepressor 2 (NCOR2) and histone deacetylase 3 (HDAC3) to
control basal levels IRF7. Not surprisingly, FOXO3-deficient
mice are more resistant to virus infection, however, this dys-
regulation of IRF7 comes at a cost as these animals have in-

creased hemorrhaging and tissue damage (Litvak and others
2012). These animals may also be prone to autoimmunity as
they age. Type I IFN expression is repressed by additional
mechanisms, including H3K9me2. Levels of H3K9me2 at IFN
and ISGs correlated inversely with the scope and amplitude of
IFN and ISG expression in fibroblasts and DCs. Genetic ab-
lation of G9a results in robust expression of type I IFN in cells
that normally do not produce large amounts of this antiviral
cytokine (Fang and others 2012). These studies once again
highlight the importance of maintaining careful balance within
all inflammatory pathways. Moderation of all signals is the key
to maintaining cellular and tissue homeostasis.

Transcriptional Control of Inflammatory Gene
Expression by LncRNA

Recent advances in deep sequencing technologies have
provided new insights into the organization and regulation
of the genome. Current estimates indicate that only 1%–2%
of the genome has protein coding potential whereas 85% of
the genome is transcribed (Hangauer and others 2013). One
of the largest groups of RNA transcribed from the genome
are lncRNAs. LncRNA are larger than 200 nucleotides in

FIG. 2. Epigenetic regulation in innate immunity. The TF PU1 promotes H3K4me1 histone mark, which is strongly
associated with enhancer regions. H3K4me3 is associated with active promoters whereas H3K36me3 marks active tran-
scripts. DNA methylation is associated with silencing of genes and the histone marks H3K9 and H3K27 are strongly
associated with transcriptional silencing. PRGs already possess histone marks associated with active transcription, including
H3K4me3 and H3K9ac before microbial activation. PRGs possesses poised RNA polymerase II and can produce unspliced
transcripts before stimulation, whereas SRGs require chromatin remodeling by the SWI–SNF complex following stimu-
lation to become transcriptionally active.
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length and do not encode proteins. A number of lncRNA
were discovered and characterized before 2005 (Pachnis and
others 1988; Brannan and others 1990; Penny and others
1996), however, thousands of these transcripts have since
been discovered in diverse cell types (Mortazavi and others
2008; Guttman and others 2009, 2010; Guttman and Rinn

2012; Rinn and Chang 2012). LncRNAs are emerging as
major regulators of chromatin remodeling, transcription, and
posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression in diverse
biological contexts (Rinn and Chang 2012). LncRNA are
now emerging as important regulators of gene expression
within the immune system (examples are shown in Fig. 3).

FIG. 3. Long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) regulation within the Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling pathway. A, Lnc-
dendritic cell (DC) is the first lncRNA identified to function in immune cell differentiation. Its role is in monocyte to
conventional DC differentiation. B, Recent studies have identified lncRNAs that play critical roles in the TLR signaling
pathway. LincRNA-Cox2 is required to maintain basal levels of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) through interactions
with hnRNP-A/B and A2/B1. LincRNA-Cox2 also possesses activating functions and is critical for the induction of
proinflammatory genes following microbial challenge. A long noncoding pseudogene RNA named Lethe can act as a
negative regulator of TLR signaling. Lethe can bind to RelA, a subunit of NFkB heterodimeric complex preventing NFkB
from binding to promoter regions of target genes. A lincRNA termed THRIL acts to regulate TNF-a expression in human
monocytes through its interactions with hnRNP-L. LincRNA PACER controls basal levels of Cox2 (PTGS2) through
binding to the p50 subunit of NFkB. An enhancer RNA termed IL1b-eRNA functions to positively regulate IL1b production
in human monocytes. Finally overexpression of a natural antisense transcript anti-IL1b inhibits IL1b production through
alteration of the chromatin structure surrounding the IL1b promoter.
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Some of the initial studies in this area found that
lncRNAs were differentially regulated in virus-infected cells
(Peng and others 2010) and in DCs following LPS stimu-
lation (Guttman and others 2009). A lncRNA called NeST
was identified and shown to control susceptibility to Thei-
ler’s virus and Salmonella infection in mice through epi-
genetic regulation of the IFN-g locus (Collier and others
2012; Gomez and others 2013). NeST RNA binds WDR5
altering H3K4me3 at the IFN-g locus, thereby increasing
expression of IFN-g. Our group has identified a number of
immune regulated lncRNA genes that are differentially
regulated following an inflammatory stimulus (Carpenter
and others 2013). One of these lncRNAs, lincRNA-Cox2,
was highly inducible in both macrophages and DCs exposed
to TLR ligands. A series of loss and gain of function ap-
proaches showed that lincRNA-Cox2 in turn controlled
basal levels of ISGs and inducible expression of proinflam-
matory cytokines following microbial challenge (Carpenter
and others 2013). LincRNA-Cox2 represses expression of
ISGs through interactions with hnRNP-A/B and A2/B1. The
exact mechanisms involved in lincRNA-Cox2-mediated
control of proinflammatory gene expression remains to be
determined. Another lincRNA Lethe has recently been de-
scribed as a negative regulator of NFkB. Lethe can directly
bind to RelA, a subunit of NFkB and prevent NFkB from
binding to promoter regions of target genes (Rapicavoli and
others 2013). An additional lincRNA called THRIL [TNFa
and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L (hnRNPL)
related immunoregulatory LincRNA] was linked to regula-
tion of TNFa expression in human monocytes through its
interactions with hnRNP-L (Li and others 2014). Finally a
lncRNA named PACER (p50-associated Cox2 extragenic
RNA) was recently shown to act as a regulator of consti-
tutive levels of Cox2 (PTGS2) expression. PACER was
shown to directly interact with p50, the inhibitory compo-
nent of NFkB complex, and prevent it from binding to the
promoter of the adjacent Ptgs2 gene (which encodes Cox2)
(Krawczyk and Emerson 2014). Collectively, these studies
highlight the importance of lncRNAs in the regulation of
gene expression in macrophages (Fig. 3).

LncRNA are classified based on their transcription rela-
tive to protein-coding genes. There are lncRNA that are
transcribed from intronic regions within a protein-coding
transcript, or divergent to a protein-coding gene (within 5¢
proximal regions). LncRNA can be intergenic located be-
tween 2 protein-coding genes. Many lncRNA overlap with
protein-coding genes and are referred to as natural antisense
transcripts (NATs). Most recently, noncoding RNAs have
been found to be transcribed from enhancer regions, adding
yet another layer of complexity to the transcriptome (De
Santa and others 2010; Garmire and others 2011). Indeed
these enhancer RNAs (eRNA) have been implicated in in-
nate immunity. IIott and others identified 221 differentially
regulated lncRNA in primary human monocytes. Interest-
ingly, they show that 58% of these lncRNA are marked by a
high H3K4me1/H3K4me3 ratio suggesting these lncRNA are
in fact eRNAs (IIott and others 2014). They show evidence
for an eRNA downstream of IL1b as well as an upstream
region of bidirectional transcription. Knockdown of these
transcripts referred to as IL1b-eRNA and IL1b-RBT46 in
turn attenuated LPS-induced IL1-induction and release (IIott
and others 2014). Another study by Lu and others identified
an antisense transcript to IL1b in murine macrophages that

functions to inhibit IL1b expression by altering chromatin
structure surrounding the IL1b promoter (Lu and others
2013). These authors identified 27 additional antisense tran-
scripts that are antisense to a broad collection of innate im-
mune genes. Collectively these studies raise the potential for
a broader level of regulation of immune genes by NATs.

A lncRNA called lnc-DC was recently identified during
monocyte to DC differentiation in humans. Wang and others
identified lnc-DC in human conventional DCs. LncRNA-DC
promotes the activation of STAT3 in the cytoplasm enabling
the STAT3 transcriptional program to occur (Wang and
others 2014). This work suggests that lncRNA are capable
of interacting with signaling molecules within the cytoplasm
to impact cellular signaling and cell differentiation.

Our understanding of lncRNA function in immunity is at
its infancy. There is a growing literature from other fields
defining the importance of lncRNA in various aspects of
transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulation of gene
expression. Indeed many lncRNA display aberrant expres-
sion patterns in disease contexts such as cancer. A recent
study identified lncRNA SChLAP1, which is highly over-
expressed in prostate cancer (Prensner and others 2013).
Interestingly SChLAP1 negatively regulates the function of
the SWI–SNF chromatin-remodeling complex. It will be
interesting to determine if this lncRNA could impact the
TLR signaling pathway especially SRGs that require SWI–
SNF complex for their induction. The study of lncRNA in
innate immunity is a fast growing area of research and we
anticipate an exciting time ahead as researchers unravel the
roles that these genes play in controlling inflammatory
processes and their potential to be dysregulated in disease.

Conclusions and Future perspectives

This review highlights the vast array of mechanisms that
have evolved to control the inflammatory pathway. This is a
highly complex process which is critical to protect the host
during infection. However, there are many opportunities for
these systems to be inappropriately activated or regulated
resulting in disease. We believe a major future goal should
be to target factors important in transcription of different
inflammatory gene subsets. Many of the studies described
in this study have focused mainly on the specific signal
transduction pathways activated by certain stimuli and many
kinases involved in the downstream pathways have been
targeted for therapeutic manipulation. However, events oc-
curring in the nucleus involving, TFs, lncRNA, and chro-
matin modifiers are also all viable areas for manipulation.
Obtaining a better understanding of the subsets of genes
controlled by each of these factors will facilitate the rationale
design of more specialized and accurate anti-inflammatory
agents.
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